YOUR INVITATION TO EXHIBIT

More than a booth. A SOLUTION.

There’s no substitute for this level of visibility.

BOOTH SPACE ON SALE NOW
WHERE WILL YOUR BOOTH BE?

CONFERENCE
MAY 20-23, 2024

EXHIBITS
MAY 20-23, 2024

LONG BEACH
CALIFORNIA

The Largest Advanced Materials and Processes Exhibition on the West Coast
SAMPE Exhibitions Deliver

SAMPE Long Beach is the longest running technical conference and exhibition exclusively dedicated to advanced materials and processes. The exhibition features the latest technologies and research advancements concerning the advanced materials and processes community.

AT SAMPE LONG BEACH
YOU CAN:
- Close deals with qualified attendees who have the power to make decisions.
- Generate new revenue streams by broadening your client base.
- Explore business opportunities and meet new partners.
- Build a new prospect database and network.
- Meet, maintain, and improve relationships with existing customers.
- Find local partners and agents that will expand your business in new markets.
- Raise your company profile, branding, and awareness in all US regions.

FACTS
- SAMPE is the leader of advanced materials and processes education and exhibitions in the world.
- Events with strong history and successful track record.
- SAMPE exhibit space rates are the most reasonable in the industry.
- Powerful audience in significant markets.
- Thousands of qualified buyers from all 50 states and 32 countries.

*Based on previous SAMPE Long Beach Show demographics.

**PRINCIPLE INDUSTRY***

Aerospace & Aircraft (including Defense) | 50%
Manufacturing | 26%
Education/Training | 9%
Less than 5%* | <5%

*Automotive/Transportation, Construction & Infrastructure, Marine, Medical, Nonprofit, Software, Sports & Leisure, Utilities, Energy, and Extraction

**ATTENDEE JOB FUNCTION***

- Engineer: 31%
- Aerospace & Aircraft (including Defense): 10%
- Manufacturing: 14%
- Educator/ Professor: 11%
- Consultant: 10%
- Marketing Coordinator/ Manager/ Business Development: 6%
- Scientist: 5%
- Student: 3%
- Chemist: 3%
- Executive (President, CEO, etc.): 3%
- Technician: 3%
- Salesperson: 2%
Become an Exhibitor
Follow these 5 easy steps to secure your presence in Long Beach.

1. **STEP 1**
   Make the decision to participate at SAMPE Long Beach 2024. Exhibit space rates start at $3,600 for each 10' x 10' booth.

2. **STEP 2**
   Review the floor plan and the exhibits application: [www.sampeamerica.org](http://www.sampeamerica.org).

3. **STEP 3**
   Reserve your booth by contacting Efren Pavon at efren@sampe.org | +1.626.521.9450 or Jourdan Stewart at jourdan@sampe.org | +1.626.521.9451

4. **STEP 4**
   Confirm your booth selection and submit your exhibits application and payment.

5. **STEP 5**
   Increase your company’s exposure by selecting from any of the various marketing and sponsoring options.

---

**BOOTH INCLUDES**
- Online product and corporate information listing.
- Standard 8’ high back wall drape and 3’ high side rail drapes.
- Standard company identification sign.
- One Show Sampler registration for the Technical Conference Program.
- Recognition/listing in the *SAMPE Journal* and Final Program.
- Unlimited Exhibit Hall passes for your prospects and customers.

**ATTENDEE AGE RANGE**

- 18-34 years: **31%**
- 35-49 years: **23%**
- 50-68 years: **42%**
- 69+ years: **4%**
Make Your Decision Now to Exhibit!
Efren Pavon | 1.626.521.9450 | efren@sampe.org
Jourdan Stewart | 1.626.521.9451 | jourdan@sampe.org

WHAT SAMPE EXHIBITORS HAVE TO SAY:

"Attendance was excellent, quality of attendees was great. I made lots of new contacts."

"The best opportunity to interface with a large number of industry contacts at a single event."

"Significant quality of leads obtained."

"Free exhibit hall is always good."

"The schedule of the event brings people in at the right times and does not drag on too long like other shows."

"The competitions and companies represented are very diverse."

"Converging of government, academic, and industry."

92% of event attendees report that the conference met and exceeded their needs.

90% of attendees reported making new contacts in the SAMPE Exhibit Hall.

www.SAMPEamerica.org